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Abstract
All models may be wrong—but that is not necessarily a problem for inference. Consider the
standard t-test for the significance of a variable X for predicting response Y whilst controlling
for p other covariates Z in a random design linear model. This yields correct asymptotic type I
error control for the null hypothesis that X is conditionally independent of Y given Z under
an arbitrary regression model of Y on (X,Z), provided that a linear regression model for X on
Z holds. An analogous robustness to misspecification, which we term the “double-estimation-
friendly” (DEF) property, also holds for Wald tests in generalised linear models, with some small
modifications.
In this expository paper we explore this phenomenon, and propose methodology for high-
dimensional regression settings that respects the DEF property. We advocate specifying (sparse)
generalised linear regression models for both Y and the covariate of interest X; our framework
gives valid inference for the conditional independence null if either of these hold. In the spe-
cial case where both specifications are linear, our proposal amounts to a small modification of
the popular debiased Lasso test. We also investigate constructing confidence intervals for the
regression coefficient of X via inverting our tests; these have coverage guarantees even in par-
tially linear models where the contribution of Z to Y can be arbitrary. Numerical experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology.
1 Introduction
In this expository article, we describe a concept of insensitivity or robustness against model mis-
specification in linear and generalised linear models. Our starting point is the observation that
inference in a misspecified linear model for the regression parameter still leads to correct state-
ments about certain conditional independencies if the relationships between the covariates takes an
appropriate form. Our aim is to popularise this main idea which, up to a few exceptions, seems to
have been largely overlooked in the statistical literature and textbooks; and also to further develop
the methodology and some theory for the case of high-dimensional linear and generalised linear
models.
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Misspecified linear models and the t-test. We now describe a simple result (see Theorem 1)
which should serve as a motivation. Consider data (Y,X,Z) ∈ Rn×Rn×Rn×p (note X is a vector
whilst Z is a matrix) for which we have postulated a random design linear model
Y = Xθ + ZβY + ε, (1)
with ε ∼ Nn(0, σ2I) and design matrix (X,Z) having i.i.d. Gaussian rows. The reason for distin-
guishing the covariate X from the other columns of Z is to focus attention on a single component
of the vector of regression coefficients, namely θ. If this model is correctly specified, the t-statistic
provides valid and optimal inference for θ.
Now suppose that the model (1) is misspecified and Y is a nonlinear function of the Gaussian
covariates and a (not necessarily Gaussian) error term. Then, the standard t-test in the misspecified
linear model for θ = 0 still provides asymptotically valid inference for testing the null-hypothesis
that Y is conditionally independent of X given all other covariates Z, in the sense that the type I
error is asymptotically correctly controlled. In fact if Y = θX + f(Z, ε) for an essentially arbitrary
measurable function f , standard confidence intervals for θ will be valid in this more general partially
linear model setting. This perhaps comes as a surprise! As we will explain, it is connected to
the fact that in the misspecified model, the projected parameter in the specified linear model
corresponding to X is exactly zero when we have the conditional independence Y ⊥ X|Z; this in
turn is a consequence of the regression relation between X and Z being linear due to the Gaussian
assumption, that is we have E(X|Z) = ZβX for some βX ∈ Rp.
This is just a simple motivating example, and we will relax some of the assumptions to provide
a more general methodology and theory. In particular, we show that this phenomenon also extends
to generalised linear models (GLMs) in the sense that if X ⊥ Y|Z, then the estimated coefficient
corresponding to X following a generalised linear regression of Y on (X,Z) will have mean zero
asymptotically if either the GLM is valid, or if a linear regression model for X on Z holds (and in
the latter case, the GLM can be arbitrarily misspecified).
Thus in general, basic statistical inference procedures concerning linear models and GLMs have
validity beyond the restrictive parametric settings for which they are designed. Our focus in this
work is studying this robustness property for which we use the term
DEF, for ‘double-estimation-friendly’. The word “double” refers to the issue of specifying and
estimating two models, and the double estimation leads then to more “friendly” results where
valid inference is provided if either model is well-specified.
With this term DEF we want to clearly distinguish it from double robustness, a concept whose
relation to DEF is described below in Section 1.1.
A substantial part of this work considers DEF methodology in high-dimensional regression where
p n. Driven by demands from a range of application areas, but perhaps most notably genomics,
high-dimensional regression has received a great deal of attention over the last two decades; see for
example the books Bu¨hlmann and van de Geer [2011b], Tibshirani et al. [2015], Wainwright [2019]
and references therein. Whilst earlier work dealt primarily with point estimation of regression
coefficients, more recently there has been a drive towards (Frequentist) uncertainty quantification,
including testing for whether pre-specified regression coefficients are non-zero. Much of this work
has centred on the so-called debiased Lasso [Zhang and Zhang, 2014, van de Geer et al., 2014] which
gives a construction of a coefficient estimate that unlike the more standard Lasso [Tibshirani, 1996]
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on which it is based, is asymptotically unbiased and normally distributed; it can therefore serve
as a basis for forming confidence intervals and hypothesis tests about the unknown true coefficient
vector.
The debiased Lasso has been a major advance for inference in high-dimensional settings. How-
ever the validity of the statistical inferences it provides rests on the somewhat strong assumption
that the true coefficient vector is highly sparse. For example, when testing whether Y = ZβY + ε,
i.e. if the coefficient for X is 0, guarantees for the debiased Lasso require that sY := |{j : βYj 6= 0}|
satisfies sY = o(
√
n/ log(p)). Given the preceding discussion, it is natural to ask whether the de-
biased Lasso is in some sense DEF. We show in this work that, with some small modifications, a
version of the debiased Lasso has the DEF property. Specifically, a modified debiased Lasso gives
a valid test for X ⊥ Y|Z if either the X-model, that is the model for X regressed on Z, or the
Y -model is a sparse linear model. Confidence intervals derived from the debiased Lasso however are
not DEF and do rely heavily on a sparse linear Y -model. We demonstrate that confidence inter-
vals constructed via inverting a DEF hypothesis test can lead to much better coverage properties.
Whilst not part of the main focus of this work, we also show how a related approach may be used
to construct confidence intervals for wTβY , where w ∈ Rp is a possibly dense contrast vector.
In many settings, for example when X is binary, a linear model for X on Z seems unlikely
to hold. It would therefore be desirable to have a DEF procedure for testing the conditional
independence relationship X ⊥ Y|Z that is valid when either the Y -model or the X-model are
generalised linear models. For example when both Y and X are binary we might specify both
models as logistic regression models. By first adapting our proposed DEF procedure to settings
with linear X- and Y -models with heteroscedastic errors, we show how generalised linear models
can be handled within our DEF methodology.
Below we mention some related work. We first discuss how our DEF concept and methodology
relates to the literature on double robustness, and then look at other work in high-dimensional
inference that bears some relation to ours here.
1.1 Relation to double robustness
The concept of double robustness has been developed in the context of missing values and causal
effects; the latter can be seen as a missing value problem with unobserved potential outcomes.
One specifies a model for the response and a model for the missingness (e.g., unobserved potential
outcome), both as a function of covariates. The double robustness property is then (typically) as
follows: if only one of the models is correctly specified, one can still obtain consistent estimates of
average effects. This conclusion comes as a result of the bias of a doubly robust estimator taking
the form of a product of estimation errors relating to each of the aforementioned models. In order
for the product to tend to zero, only one of the terms in the product need tend to zero; we refer
to Robins and Rotnitzky [1995], Scharfstein et al. [1999], Kang et al. [2007], Cao et al. [2009],
Rotnitzky et al. [2012], among many other contributions in the literature.
Whilst the philosophy of DEF is similar to that of double robustness in that it aims to “give the
analyst two chances, instead of only one, to make a valid inference” [Bang and Robins, 2005], there
are several differences. Firstly, we are asking for valid inferential procedures, i.e. hypothesis tests
and confidence intervals, when either the X-model or the Y -model is misspecified. Whereas for
consistency, it suffices for one of the terms composing the bias to go to zero, for our purposes this
would need to vanish at a rate dominated by the variance which is typically n−1/2. The requirement
that the product of estimation error rates bounding the bias goes zero faster than n−1/2 has been
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referred to as rate double robustness [Smucler et al., 2019]. However directly applying known
estimation error rates for high-dimensional regression to achieve double rate robustness gives rise
to procedures for hypothesis testing that require both the X and Y -models to be sparse regression
models with sparsity levels sX , sY = o(
√
n/ log(p)) [Chernozhukov et al., 2016, Shah and Peters,
2018, Dukes et al., 2018]; a stronger requirement than needed for the debiased Lasso, which only
assumes a sparse Y -model, and stronger still than our DEF methodology, which requires either a
well-specified sparse Y -model or X-model.
In parallel work to ours, Bradic et al. [2019] introduced the concept of sparsity double robustness
in the context of estimation of average treatment effects that refers to a weakening of the strong
sparsity conditions imposed by rate double robustness above; however in contrast to our DEF
principle this still requires sparse X and Y -models.
A second difference is that whereas doubly robust methods are typically semiparametrically
efficient as they are often derived by considering influence functions for the parameters at hand,
this sort of efficiency does not necessarily arise in the more general settings covered by our idea of
DEF inference. Because of these differences we use the new terminology to distinguish the concept
from double robustness.
1.2 Other related work
In the low-dimensional setting, early work on single-index models [Brillinger, 1983, Li and Duan,
1989, Duan and Li, 1991] has shown that OLS regression on Gaussian covariates can correctly
estimate the direction of the vector of regression coefficients up to an unknown sign. This property
is somewhat related to the DEF property of OLS, though deals with a rather specific form of
misspecification of a linear model.
The concept of leveraging an X-model in assessing the contribution of a covariate X to a
response Y whilst controlling for additional covariates Z has a long history, and the modelling of
propensity scores when estimating average treatment effects is one example of this [Rosenbaum
and Rubin, 1983]. The work of Robins et al. [1992] proposes exclusively estimating an X-model
in more general settings, and this idea has also appeared more recently in the model-X knockoff
framework [Candes et al., 2018]. The conceptual difference though is that with DEF (and also
double robustness as discussed above), both the X-model and Y -model are estimated but one does
not need to know which of the two models is correct.
Some recent work has looked at DEF procedures for different high-dimensional settings. Shah
and Bu¨hlmann [2018] studied a certain regularised partial correlation proposed in Ren et al. [2015];
the latter work shows this test statistic is valid for testing X ⊥ Y|Z when both the X-model and
Y -models are sparse linear models, whilst the former showed in fact on the Y -model needs to be
true for correct type I error control. As the test statistic is symmetric in X and Y, it in fact has
the DEF property. Our proposed DEF methodology for the high-dimensional setting builds on
this work, generalising it to allow for generalised linear X and Y -models. This approach is not the
only possibility for DEF methodology in the high-dimensional setting, and Zhu and Bradic [2018]
have looked at another similar test statistic that delivers hypothesis tests with asymptotic type I
error control in the setting where the Y -model is permitted to be a dense linear model, whilst the
X-model must be a sparse linear model. Again, this test statistic has a DEF-like property as a
consequence of its symmetry, though the dense linear model still entails some restrictions on the
model class.
Bu¨hlmann et al. [2015] considered inference with the debiased Lasso in misspecified linear
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models, but where the best linear predictor of the response given covariates, is sparse, and the
X-model is linear. This is related to our results and methodology here, though in contrast we aim
for valid inference with no sparsity requirements on one of either the X or Y -models. We note that
our work also connects more generally to a thriving literature on high-dimensional inference. We
refer to Dezeure et al. [2015] for a review of some of the most important developments that are
related to our work here.
1.3 Organisation of the paper
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we study the low-dimensional setting
and formally set out the DEF properties of standard inference procedures for linear and generalised
linear models. We then turn to the high-dimensional setting and study in Section 3.1 the case where
we allow either the regression model for Y on Z or that for X on Z to be linear. In Section 3.2 we
detail the construction of confidence intervals in partially linear high-dimensional models using the
classical duality between confidence regions and hypothesis tests. We then study the setting where
the models of Y and X are generalised linear models. Some numerical experiments are presented
in Section 4 and we conclude with a discussion in Section 5. The appendix contains proofs omitted
in the main text, a construction for confidence regions for wTβY based on the methodology set out
in Section 3.1, and some additional numerical experiments.
2 Low-dimensions
Recall that (Y,X,Z) ∈ Rn × Rn × Rn×p and we are interested in the relationship between Y
and X, and specifically testing the conditional independence X ⊥ Y|Z. We first study the DEF
property of the standard t-statistic in the linear model, before turning to generalised linear models
in Section 2.2.
2.1 Linear models
Let Z˜ = (X ,Z) ∈ Rn×(p+1) and let (θˆ, βˆY ) ∈ R × Rp be the regression coefficient vector from
an OLS regression of Y on Z˜. Further let P˜ and P be the orthogonal projections on to Z˜ and
Z respectively. Also define σ˜2 = ‖Y − P˜Y‖22/(n − p − 1). The usual t-statistic for testing the
significance of variable X is given by TOLS = θˆ/
√
{(Z˜T Z˜)−1}11σ˜2.
Consider the following set of assumptions.
(A1) ZTZ/n
p→ Σ where Σ is positive definite and moreover E(ZTZ/n)→ Σ.
(Y1) We have Y = ZβY +ε with E(εi|Z) = 0, E(ε2i |Z) = σ2 > 0, E(|εi|3|Z) < M for some constant
M , and the εi are independent conditional on Z.
(Y2) Writing R = (I−P)X,
1√
n
E
 1n∑ni=1 |Ri|3(
1
n
∑n
i=1R
2
i
)3/21{R6=0}
→ 0 and P(R = 0)→ 0. (2)
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Condition (Y1) formalises the particular form of the linear model we assume here (under the null-
hypothesis), which includes the normal linear model, for example, but is rather more general.
Condition (Y2) would typically be satisfied if the rows of (X,Z) were i.i.d. for example, but is
much weaker. Indeed we could typically expect the numerator and denominator in the expectation
to both be of constant order, so the pre-factor of 1/
√
n should easily drive the quantity to 0. We
also introduce the following.
(X1), (X2) The equivalent of (Y1) and (Y2) above but with X replaced with Y and vice versa.
The Theorem below shows that TOLS has a DEF property.
Theorem 1. Suppose assumption (A1) holds. If either (X1) and (X2) or (Y1) and (Y2) hold,
then under the null hypothesis that X ⊥ Y|Z, we have TOLS d→ N (0, 1).
The result may be viewed as a consequence of the close relationship between the t-statistic
above and the partial correlation
ρˆ :=
XT (I−P)Y
‖(I−P)X‖2‖(I−P)Y‖2 .
Indeed one can verify that
TOLS =
√
n− p− 1 ρˆ√
1− ρˆ2 , (3)
so the distributional result for TOLS follows from
√
nρˆ
d→ N (0, 1). As ρˆ is symmetric in X and Y
it is unsurprising that this has a DEF property. Indeed, the DEF approach suited to the high-
dimensional setting we present in Section 3, is based on a certain regularised partial correlation.
We also remark that under the assumption that Y = ZβY + ε with ε ∼ N (0, σ2I), we have the
exact distributional relationship
ρˆ
√
n− p− 1
1− ρˆ2 ∼ tn−p−1.
The symmetry of this statistic in X and Y means that the distributional result also holds when
an analogous normal linear model for X on Z holds. This may be used to yield a DEF test for
conditional independence with exact type I error control in finite samples, under these additional
Gaussianity assumptions.
Example 1. The famous diabetes dataset of Efron et al. [2004] contains p = 10 predictors (age, sex,
BMI, etc.) measured for n = 442 patients. We take these covariates as our matrix Z ∈ Rn×p and
generate an additional predictor X ∈ Rn with entries Xi =
∑
j Zij + ε
X
i where ε
X
i + 1
i.i.d.∼ Exp(1).
We ignore the original response of the design matrix and generate a new response Y ∈ Rn that
depends nonlinearly on Z through Yi = ηiζi where ζi
i.i.d.∼ χ21 and
ηi =
∑
j,k
exp(ZijZik)
1 + exp(ZijZik)
. (4)
In this setup we then have Yi ⊥ Xi|Zi and the X-model is a linear regression model. Theorem 1
suggests that the t-statistic TOLS corresponding to X should have a distribution well-approximated
by a standard normal. The left panel of Figure 1 plots the histogram of TOLS computed on 500
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Figure 1: Histograms of TOLS (left plot) and θˆ (right plot) for the setup described in Example 1.
The red curves are kernel density estimates. We see close agreement with the theoretical normal
density (blue curves). The vertical dashed red lines and blue lines in the right plot are the empirical
and theoretical means respectively; their proximity in this example makes them hard distinguish
visually.
simulated datasets generated through the construction above. We do indeed see a close agreement
with a standard normal density, verifying the theoretical result. The right panel plots the coefficient
estimate θˆ corresponding to X when the equation for Y has X added (i.e., the null-hypothesis does
not hold). It is easy to see that compared to the previous setup, this coefficient will be shifted by
1, and hence asymptotically should have a Gaussian distribution centred on 1, as we observe in the
plot.
2.2 Generalised linear models
It is well known that maximum likelihood estimators under misspecification are, given regularity
conditions, asymptotically normal about a parameter vector corresponding to the model closest
to the ground truth in terms of Kullback–Leibler divergence [Huber et al., 1967, White, 1982].
This fact is typically used as reassurance that whilst all statistical models are wrong, provided one
is working with a model that is a good enough approximation to the truth, maximum likelihood
estimation is nevertheless useful. However, as we shall explain, in terms of conditional independence
testing, maximum likelihood estimation of generalised linear models can form the basis of a valid
test even under severe misspecification.
In this section we will assume that the rows (Xi, Yi, Zi) of (X,Y,Z) ∈ Rn×(2+p) are independent
copies of the random triple (X,Y, Z) ∈ R × R × Rp. Consider a generalised linear model relating
response vector Y to covariates (X,Z), or more generally, a model where the density fY |X,Z of Y
conditional on (X,Z) (with respect to a measure µ) takes the form
fY |X,Z(y|x, z) = L(xθ + zTβY ; y). (5)
We will assume that L is twice differentiable in its first argument. Define ` = logL and U = `′
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to the first argument; we will typically suppress
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the dependence of ` and U on their second argument y for simplicity. Under regularity conditions,
the maximum likelihood estimator
(θˆ, βˆY ) := arg min
(t,β)∈R×Rp
−
n∑
i=1
`(Xit+ Z
T
i β;Yi)
is asymptotically normal centred on (θ∗, β∗), which solve for (t, β) the score equations
E{XU(Xt+ ZTβ)} = 0 (6)
E{ZU(Xt+ ZTβ)} = 0. (7)
When (5) holds (which includes as a special case when a generalised linear model is correct), under
regularity conditions, we will have (θ∗, β∗) = (θ, βY ). In order for inference based on θˆ to provide
useful information concerning the conditional independence X ⊥ Y |Z when (5) does not hold, we
would like θ∗ = 0 in the case of conditional independence. Analogously to the case with linear
models discussed in the previous section, we have that regardless of the form of the Y -model,
provided the X-model is linear, it holds that θ∗ = 0; here though we additionally require that the
solution to (6) and (7) is unique to derive this conclusion.
Theorem 2. Suppose X ⊥ Y |Z. Let β† ∈ Rp maximise the expected log-likelihood E`(ZTβ;Y )
over β. Assume regularity conditions set out in Section B.1 of the appendix. Suppose that either
the Y -model is well-specified so (5) holds, or the X-model is linear so E(X|Z) = ZTβX . Then
(t, β) = (0, β†) satisfies the score equations (6), (7).
Theorem 2 shows that under the X-model, the parameter corresponding to the projection of the
truth on to the purported Y -model is 0 under conditional independence. A standard Wald test for
whether θ = 0 will however not be valid under general misspecification as the asymptotic variance
of θˆ will not necessarily be given by the (1, 1) entry of the inverse Fisher information matrix for
(θ, βY ). Indeed, it is well-known that, under regularity conditions, the variance of θˆ is given by the
sandwich formula
√
n
((
θˆY
βˆY
)
−
(
θ∗
β∗
))
d→ N (0, H−1V H−1) , (8)
where V is the covariance matrix of the the derivative of `(Xθ + ZTβ) with respect to (θ, β)
evaluated at (θ∗, β∗) (satisfying the score equations (6), (7)) and H is the negative expectation of
the corresponding Hessian matrix:
V := E
((
X
Z
)(
X
Z
)T
U2(Xθ∗ + ZTβ∗)
)
H := −E
((
X
Z
)(
X
Z
)T
U ′(Xθ∗ + ZTβ∗)
)
.
The matrices V and H may be estimated individually using the data via several methods [MacK-
innon and White, 1985]. However, if either the X-model is a homoscedastic linear model, or the
Y -model holds, some simplifications are possible, as the result below describes.
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Theorem 3. Suppose X ⊥ Y |Z and assume regularity conditions set out in Section C.1 of the
appendix. Suppose either (5) holds with U = `′, or E(X|Z) = ZTβX . We additionally assume
Var(X|Z) = Var(X) in the latter case. Then we have
(H−1V H−1)11 = −(H−1)11E{U
2(ZTβ∗)}
E{U ′(ZTβ∗)} .
The correction factor for the usual inverse of the Fisher information may be readily estimated
by
−
∑n
i=1 U
2(ZTi βˆ
Y )∑n
i=1 U
′(ZTi βˆY )
, (9)
or indeed a variant of the above with ZTi βˆ
Y replaced everywhere by Xiθˆ + Z
T
i βˆ
Y ; we refer to the
resulting test statistic as TGLM.
Example 2. We use a similar setup to Example 1 but here generate the response Y ∈ Rn according
to Yi
i.i.d.∼ Poisson(µi) with
log(µi) = a1
∑
j
Xij + σa2ηi
with σ ∈ {0, 2, 4} and factors a1 and a2 chosen so the maximum absolute value over i of the terms
they multiply is 3 to ensure EYi does not take values that are too large. We consider testing the
significance of the variable X using (a) standard Wald-based p-values assuming a Poisson log-linear
model, (b) the equivalent using a quasi-Poisson likelihood and (c) using the correction factor (9)
with ZTi βˆ
Y replaced everywhere by Xiθˆ + Z
T
i βˆ
Y . We plot in Figure 2 the empirical distribution
functions of the p-values observed over 500 replicates of the three settings determined by σ. As
expected, for the well-specified case with σ = 0 all p-values are roughly uniformly distributed.
However for increasing levels of misspecification, the standard p-values (a) tend to be more anti-
conservative, a phenomenon which occurs to a lesser extent for the quasi-likelihood-based p-values
(b). The correction factor (c) ensures that p-values corresponding to TGLM are approximately
uniform across all of the settings considered.
3 High-dimensions
We have seen in the previous section how classical linear and generalised linear model inferential
tools have the DEF property. In the case of linear models, this could be deduced from the similarity
of the standard t-statistic to partial correlation. For generalised linear models, the DEF property is
perhaps more surprising. Our analysis first used the fact that maximum likelihood converges to a
projection of the ground truth, and then considered the projected parameters themselves. There is
however no analogue of the classical Huber–White results on the properties of maximum likelihood
in nonlinear models under misspecification available for high-dimensional estimators. Our approach
to DEF inference in high-dimensional settings will therefore be based around versions of partial
correlation. We first study linear models before turning to the case of high-dimensional generalised
linear models.
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Figure 2: Empirical distribution functions of p-values from the simulation setups of Example 2
with σ = 0, 2, 4 from left to right. Blue, purple and red curves correspond to naive p-values (a),
quasi-likelihood-based p-values (b) and p-values based on TGLM employing the correction factor
suggested by Theorem 3 (9) (c), respectively. Type I errors of the resulting tests are well-controlled
for (c), but (a) and (b) fail to maintain nominal levels under misspecification.
3.1 Linear models
One of the most popular methods for testing the significance of predictors in high-dimensional
regression problems is the so-called debiased Lasso [Zhang and Zhang, 2014]. We begin by discussing
this approach, in order to motivate our DEF methodology.
The debiased Lasso works as follows: first we estimate (θˆ, βˆY ) through a Lasso regression of Y
on (X,Z), and also conduct a Lasso regression of X on Z to give a coefficient estimate βˆX . There
are a variety of choices of tuning parameters for each of these regressions; to ensure that these
tuning parameters do not depend on the noise variances of the respective regressions, we may use a
particular parametrisation of the Lasso known as the square-root Lasso regressions [Belloni et al.,
2011]:
(θˆ, βˆY ) := arg min
(t,β)∈R1+p
{‖Y −Xt− Zβ‖2/
√
n+ λY ‖β‖1}, (10)
βˆX := arg min
β∈Rp
{‖X− Zβ‖2/
√
n+ λX‖β‖1}.
Here we may take λX = λY = A
√
2 log(p)/n for A > 1. We then construct a test statistic TDB for
assessing the conditional independence X ⊥ Y|Z as follows:
TDB :=
√
n
(Y − ZβˆY )T (X− ZβˆX)
‖Y − θˆX− ZβˆY ‖2‖X− ZβˆX‖2
.
When the Y -model is a sparse linear model so Y = XβY + ε with βY sparse and ε ∼ Nn(0, σ2I),
we have that T
d→ N (0, 1) as we now outline. Let us write
R := X− ZβˆX ,
σˆ := ‖Y − θˆX− ZβˆY ‖2/
√
n.
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A consequence of the stationarity conditions (the so-called KKT conditions) for the optimisation
problem defining βˆX is that
1√
n
‖ZTR‖∞/‖R‖2 ≤ λX . (11)
We may thus decompose TDB as follows:
TDB =
1
σˆ
RT
‖R‖2ε+
1
σˆ
(βˆY − βY )TZT R‖R‖2 =: (i) + (ii).
Conditioning on R, RTε/‖R‖2 is a weighted sum of the independent and identically distributed
εi, and thus will have an asymptotic Gaussian distribution under weak conditions on R; in fact if
the εi are Gaussian themselves we will have R
Tε/‖R‖2|R ∼ N (0, σ2) exactly, and of course the
unconditional distribution will hence also be Gaussian. If σˆ
p→ σ, then by Slutsky’s Lemma we
will have that (i) converges in distribution to a standard normal. In order to guarantee this, we
may appeal to known results about the square-root Lasso [Sun and Zhang, 2012]. These rest on a
compatibility factor φ2 [Bu¨hlmann and van de Geer, 2011a] being bounded away from zero:
φ2 := inf
(t,β)∈R1+p
|t|+‖βSc
Y
‖1≤3‖βSY ‖1 6=0
‖Xt+ Zβ‖/n
‖βSY ‖1/sY
; (12)
here SY = {j : βYj 6= 0}, sY = |SY | and we have used the notation that for any vector b ∈ Rp and
set S ⊆ {1, . . . , p}, bS ∈ R|S| is the subvector of b composed of those components of b indexed by
S. Roughly speaking, designs with large compatibility factors cannot have very highly correlated
columns. Provided φ2 & 1, we have σˆ p→ σ and also ‖βˆY − βY ‖1 . sY
√
log(p)/n with high
probability, when λY 
√
log(p)/n [Van de Geer, 2016]. This second property may be used to
bound (ii) via
|(βˆY − βY )TZTR|/‖R‖2 . λXsY
√
log(p) . sY log(p)/
√
n, (13)
where we have used Ho¨lder’s inequality and (11). Thus, in an asymptotic regime where sY log(p)/
√
n→
0, Slutsky’s Lemma gives us that TDB
d→ N (0, 1).
Note that essentially no assumptions regarding a regression model for X on Z are required here;
the only purpose of the Lasso regression producing βˆX is to construct the vector of residuals R.
This latter quantity may be regarded as a version of predictor X modified to be almost orthogonal
to the remaining covariates Z (11) such that the dot product with the bias term Z(βY − βˆY ) is
well-controlled (13).
Now if on the other hand the X-model is a sparse linear model, whilst we will have control of
‖βY − βˆY ‖1, the equivalent of (11) with residuals R replaced by Y−ZβˆY will not hold in general.
The issue is that the latter quantity is not equal to the residuals from the Y -regression unless
θˆ = 0. Thus the debiased Lasso is not quite DEF in that it can be sensitive to misspecification of
the Y -model.
There are several options for how to restore the DEF property in this setting, but one that
is particularly simple involves enforcing that θˆ = 0, that is setting βˆY to be coefficients from a
regression of Y on Z rather than the augmented design (X,Z):
βˆY := arg min
b∈Rp
{‖Y − Zb‖2/
√
n+ λY ‖b‖1};
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note this differs from the definition in (10). The resulting test statistic takes the form of a regularised
partial correlation:
TDEF := TDEF(Y,X) :=
√
n
(Y − ZβˆY )T (X− ZβˆX)
‖Y − ZβˆY ‖2‖X− ZβˆX‖2
; (14)
note the inclusion of the notation TDEF(Y,X) making the dependence of the test statistic on Y
and X is included here for use later in Section 3.2. In the unlikely case that the denominator
defining TDEF above is zero, so one of the Lasso solutions is degenerate, we will set TDEF = 0; we
have never observed this degeneracy to occur in any of the numerical experiments conducted. The
test statistic (14) above was first studied in Ren et al. [2015] in the context of Gaussian graphical
model estimation where asymptotic normality was shown when both the X-model and Y -model
are sparse. The work of Shah and Bu¨hlmann [2018] extended this result to show that the same
conclusion holds when only the Y -model holds, and hence by symmetry of the test statistic, that
is has the DEF property. Below we state a variant of the latter result that allows for non-Gaussian
errors.
Consider an asymptotic regime obeying the following conditions.
(Y3) Defining SY = {j : βYj 6= 0} and sY = |SY |, we have sY log(p)/
√
n→ 0.
(Y4) There exists constant C > 0 such that P(‖βˆY − βY ‖1 > CsY
√
log(p)/n)→ 0.
(Y5) ‖Y − ZβˆY ‖22/n
p→ σ2.
(Y6) Defining R := X− ZβˆX we have that (2) holds.
Note that the only assumption placed on the conditional distribution of X given Z is (Y6). This
would be satisfied if we had a sparse linear X-model, but such an assumption is very far from
necessary in order for (Y6) to hold. Furthermore, as shown in Shah and Bu¨hlmann [2018], this is
not necessary when the errors ε for the Y -model are Gaussian. We also introduce the following.
(X3)–(X6) As above, but with X and X interchanged with Y and Y everywhere.
We have the following result.
Theorem 4. Let λX = λY = A
√
2 log(p)/n for some A > 1. Assume that either (Y1) (see
Section 2.1) and (Y3)–(Y6), or (X1) and (X4)–(X6) hold. Then under the null hypothesis that
X ⊥ Y|Z, test statistic TDEF defined according to (14) satisfies TDEF d→ N (0, 1).
Similarly to the case with the debiased Lasso, under an alternative where Y = Xθ + ZβY + ε,
if a sparse linear X-model also holds, TDEF (14) has power tending to 1 when
√
nθ →∞. We refer
the reader to Ren et al. [2015] and Shah and Bu¨hlmann [2018] for further details.
3.2 Confidence intervals via inverting tests
Thus far we have only discussed testing, but using the DEF statistic (14), it is straightforward to
obtain confidence intervals for a parameter θ in the partially linear model
Y = Xθ + f(Z, ε) (15)
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where ε ⊥ X|Z and f : Rn×p×Rn → Rn under the following conditions: either f(Z, ε) = ZβY +ε,
or a sparse linear X-model holds. Our approach for constructing a confidence region for θ utilises
the well-known duality between confidence intervals and hypothesis tests; specifically we invert the
DEF test, noting that under (15), we have Y −Xθ ⊥ X|Z. We first compute test statistic
TDEF,t := TDEF(Y −Xt,X), (16)
that is we subtract t times X from Y and compute the usual DEF test statistic. Then we form a
1− α confidence region Rα via
Rα := {t ∈ R : |TDEF,t| ≥ zα}
where zα is the upper α/2 quantile of a standard normal distribution. We will have asymptotic
validity,
P(θ ∈ Rα) = P(|TDEF,θ| ≥ zα)→ 1− α,
if the assumptions of Theorem 4 hold with Y replaced by Y−Xθ. Interestingly, in the case where
the X-model holds, f can be a fairly exotic function such that different components of f(Z, ε) ∈ Rn
are dependent, provided (X6) holds. Figure 3 illustrates our construction.
Rather than directly seeking for an estimate of θ, by inverting hypothesis tests, we do not rely
on being able to distinguish the contribution of X from among the remaining covariates Z. Thus
for example having X very highly correlated with Z would not interfere with coverage properties
of the intervals.
Of course, computing TDEF,t for all t ∈ R is not feasible. However, whilst Rα is not guaranteed
to be an interval in general, it appears to be the case in practice and we have yet to find a
counterexample. This observation allows us to find the end points of the interval via a bisection
search. We use coordinate descent to solve the square-root Lasso programmes involved in computing
the test statistics TDEF,t, and warm start this iterative optimisation procedure at the closest point
computed in the search. Whilst this construction is computationally more intensive than the
standard approach with the debiased Lasso, it is still feasible in large-scale settings. For the
example shown in Figure 3, the computation of the 500 confidence intervals taking each columns
of Z as the variable of interested (i.e. treating it as X) took under 6 seconds on a standard laptop;
this time could be further reduced by performing computations in parallel.
In Section E of the appendix we show how a similar technique to that described above can
be used to construct confidence intervals for wTβY for some w ∈ Rp that is potentially dense,
when the Y -model is a sparse linear model. This is perhaps most useful when w is an additional
covariate vector for a new observation whose corresponding response has not been observed; we
can thus provide a confidence interval for the mean response conditional on the observed vector of
covariates.
3.3 Generalised linear models
We have seen in Section 3.1 how one can modify the debiased Lasso to construct a test statistic
that has similar sorts of DEF properties to that enjoyed by the standard t-statistic in the low-
dimensional setting. In Section 2.2 we saw how standard inference for generalised linear models has
a DEF property, albeit with a slight modification needed to account for the different variances of the
test statistics when the Y -model is misspecified. It is natural to ask whether the high-dimensional
13
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Figure 3: Illustration of confidence interval construction. We generated (X,Z) ∈ Rn×p with inde-
pendent rows distributed as Np(0,Σ) with Σjk = 0.9|j−k| where (n, p) = (200, 500). A response Y
was generated through Yi = Xi − 0.5Zi1 + 0.7Zi2 + εi where ε ∼ Nn(0, I). The plot shows TDEF,t
(16) as a function of t (black curve). Horizontal dotted blue lines lie at ±z0.05 and the shaded
red region enclosing the intersection points with the curve (t, TDEF,t) depicts the 95% confidence
interval; here this contains the true parameter θ = 1.
inference for generalised linear models can be adapted to be DEF, but one could equally ask the
broader question of whether we can specify sparse generalised linear X and Y -models (possibly
different for each), and obtain valid inference if at most one of these is misspecified: this is the
question we attempt to address here. As a first step in this direction, we consider heteroscedastic
linear models, and then move on to treat generalised linear models in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Heteroscedastic linear models
Consider the model Yi = Z
T
i β
Y + ζi where E(ζi|Z) = 0, Var(ζi|Z) = σ2Y /(DYii )2 and the ζi are
independent conditional on Z; and a similar X-model. Equivalently, we may write
DY Y = DY ZΛY βY + εY (17)
DXX = DXZΛXβX + εX (18)
for the Y and X-models respectively, where Var(εYi ) = σ
2
Y , Var(ε
X
i ) = σ
2
X and the diagonal matrices
ΛY ,ΛX ∈ Rp×p are such that the empirical variances of the columns of the resulting design matrices
DY ZΛY and DXZΛX are n. Note we have redefined βY and βX by scaling them by ΛY and ΛX
respectively. We will treat the diagonal matrices DY and DX as known, though one of (17) and (18)
may be misspecified, in which case the corresponding matrix will be meaningless. In this context,
it seems natural to seek an analogue of the test statistic TDEF based on the weighted square-root
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Lasso regressions
βˆY = arg min
b∈Rp
{‖DY (Y − ZΛY b)‖2/
√
n+ λ‖b‖1},
βˆX = arg min
b∈Rp
{‖DX(X− ZΛXb)‖2/
√
n+ λ‖b‖1}.
The KKT conditions of the above optimisations are however not “compatible” in the same way
as allowed for arguments similar to (13); the issue is that the design matrices in (18) and (17)
are different so Theorem 4 does not directly apply. Thus we cannot conclude that the bias term
is small unless, for example, both the X and Y -models specified above hold. Instead, consider
orthogonalising the residuals Y˜ := Y−ZΛY βˆY and X˜ := X−ZΛX βˆX from the regressions above
using the following construction:
(β˜Y , η˜Y ) = arg min
(b,u)∈Rp×Rp
{‖DY (Y˜ − ZΛY b)−DXZΛXu)‖2/
√
n+ λ(‖b‖1 + ‖u‖1)} (19)
(β˜X , η˜X) = arg min
(b,u)∈Rp×Rp
{‖DX(X˜− ZΛXb)−DY ZΛY u)‖2/
√
n+ λ(‖b‖1 + ‖u‖1)} (20)
Here we have augmented the designs with the terms DXZ and DY Z. The only purpose of these
terms and the corresponding estimates η˜Y and η˜X is to ensure that the residuals from the regressions
above satisfy the required near-orthogonality properties for controlling the bias term.
Consider now the case that the Y -model (17) is well-specified. Let RX = DXX˜ −DY ZΛY η˜X
The KKT conditions for (20) yield in particular that
1√
n
‖ΛXZTDXRX‖∞
‖RX‖2 ≤ λ and
1√
n
‖ΛY ZTDY RX‖∞
‖RX‖2 ≤ λ ; (21)
note the second inequality is due to the additional DY ZΛY term included in (20). Let us also
define RY to be the equivalent of RX , but with X and X interchanged everywhere with Y and
Y respectively. With these we may define a weighted version of the test statistic TDEF which is
simply a scaled correlation between the weighted residuals RX and RY :
TW-DEF :=
√
n
(RX)TRY
‖RX‖2‖RY ‖2 .
Similar to the homoscedastic case, we set TW-DEF = 0 if the denominator above is zero. We now
explain why we will typically have TW-DEF
d→ N (0, 1) if the Y -regression holds, and hence also by
symmetry, if the X-regression holds. Let us write σˆ := ‖RY ‖2/
√
n. Now
RY = εY −DY {ZΛY (βY − βˆY − β˜Y )} −DXZΛX η˜Y . (22)
Thus we have
σˆTW-DEF = (ε
Y )T
RX
‖RX‖2 + (β
Y − βˆY − β˜Y )TΛY ZTDY R
X
‖RX‖2 + (η˜
Y )TΛXZTDX
RX
‖RX‖2
=: (i) + (ii) + (iii).
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Under weak conditions, the first term (i) will converge in distribution to a normal distribution. The
two sets of near-orthogonality conditions (21) in conjunction with Ho¨lder’s inequality give that the
two bias terms above satisfy
(ii) ≤ √nλ(‖βY − βˆY ‖1 + ‖β˜‖1) and (iii) ≤
√
nλ‖ηˆY ‖1
respectively. As explained in Section 3.1, we can expect that under reasonable conditions we have
‖βY −βˆY ‖1 . sY
√
log(p)/n with high probability. The Lemma below gives control of the additional
terms ‖β˜Y ‖1 and ‖η˜Y ‖1.
Lemma 5. Suppose the Y -model (17) is well-specified and the components of εY are indepen-
dent with N (0, σ2Y ) distributions. Suppose λ = A
√
2 log(p)/n for some A > 1, (Y4) holds and
sY log(p)/n→ 0. Then there exists constant C > 0 such that
P
(
‖β˜Y ‖1 + ‖η˜Y ‖1 ≤ C‖βY − βˆY ‖1
)
→ 1.
Note that the restriction to Gaussian error above is mainly for simplicity, and similar results
would hold for settings with sub-Gaussian errors, for example. Throughout the discussion above,
we have assumed that the Y -model holds. If instead the X-model is correct, the symmetry of
the test statistic allows that analogous results may be established in the same manner, justifying
that TW-DEF has a standard normal distribution under the null-hypothesis if either model is well-
specified.
3.3.2 Generalised linear models
With the methodology for heteroscedastic linear models introduced above, we can now set out
a DEF test statistic for the case where we wish to specify the X and Y -models as generalised
linear models. The first step is to run penalised generalised linear regressions of each of Y and
X on Z to obtain coefficient estimates βˆY , βˆX ∈ Rp. Let µX and µY be the respective mean
functions (i.e. inverse link functions) so that if the Y -model is well-specified and Y ⊥ X|Z, we
have E(Yi|Zi) = µY (ZTi βY ) where βY ∈ Rp. Further define variance functions VY,i for the Y -
model; when the Y -model holds we will have VY,i(µY (Z
T
i β
Y )) = Var(Yi|Zi). We will assume for
simplicity that the VY,i are known and do not vary over the observations, so we may write VY = VY,i.
Define the variance function VX for the X-model analogously.
To compute a DEF test statistic for generalised linear models, we take the following steps.
1. Define the adjusted response Y˜ ∈ Rn by
Y˜i :=
Yi − µY (ZTi βˆY )
µ′Y (Z
T
i βˆ
Y )
and define X˜ analogously.
2. Define diagonal matrix DˆY ∈ Rn×n by DˆYii = µ′Y (ZTi βˆY ){VY (µY (ZTi βˆY ))}−1/2, and define
DˆX analogously.
3. Compute test statistic TGLM-DEF by forming TW-DEF but replacing X and Y with their
adjusted versions X˜ and Y˜, and using the diagonal matrices DˆX and DˆY defined above.
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We now explain why we can expect that TGLM-DEF
d→ N (0, 1) when X ⊥ Y|Z and either the
Y -model or X-model is well-specified. Suppose that the Y -model holds. Then a first order Taylor
expansion yields
Yi − µY (ZTi βˆY ) = µY (ZTi βY )− µY (ZTi βˆY ) + ζi
≈ ZTi (βY − βˆY )µ′Y (ZTi βˆY ) + ζi
where E(ζi|Zi) = 0 and Var(ζi|Zi) = VY (µY (ZTi βY )). Thus Y˜i ≈ ZTi βY + ζi/µ′Y (ZTi βˆY ) and hence
DˆY Y˜ ≈ DˆY Z(βY − βˆY ) + ε
where E(ε|Z) = 0 and Var(ε|Z) = I.
Now the square-root Lasso regression involving Y˜ used in step 3 above should have little effect
as Y˜ is essentially noise (see Lemma 5). The corresponding regression for X˜ however will ensure
the resulting residuals are almost orthogonal to the bias term DˆY Z(βY − βˆY ). Arguing similarly
to (22), we see that the overall bias should be well-controlled. The variance term εTRX/‖RX‖2
should behave roughly like a weighted sum of independent zero-mean random variables εi. The fact
that DˆY is used in the construction of the residuals RX however means they are not independent
of ε, and one cannot directly apply a version of the central limit theorem to the term. Whilst some
form of sample splitting could in principle help with this technical issue, as the dependence is weak,
a normal approximation should work well in practice; indeed we show empirically in Section 4 that
this is the case.
4 Numerical experiments
In this section we explore the empirical properties of our proposed DEF methodology set out in
Section 3.
4.1 Partially linear models
Here we investigate the empirical performance of our DEF confidence interval construction described
in Section 3.2, and compare it with the debiased Lasso. We consider partially linear regression
models of the form
Yi = θXi + f(Zi, εi),
where the goal is to provide a confidence interval for θ. The nuisance function f , parameter θ and
data (Yi, Xi, Zi, εi) ∈ R × R × Rp × R for i = 1, . . . , n with n = 100 are generated as follows. We
use the publicly available gene expression data of Bacillus Subtilis [Bu¨hlmann et al., 2014], which
has 71 observations and 4088 predictors. We first select the p+ 1 = 500 predictors with the highest
empirical variances, and then centre and scale these so the empirical variances are 1. We then fit
a Gaussian copula model to these predictors to give a 500-dimensional multivariate distribution P
from which we can generate independent realisations of (Xi, Zi). This distribution is non-Gaussian
and has some large pairwise correlations and thus is helpful for assessing how our methods may
perform in challenging and realistic settings.
To form (Xi, Zi)
n
i=1 we first generate (Wi)
n
i=1
i.i.d.∼ P and then consider 12 settings taking each of
the first 12 components of Wi as the variable Xi of interest, and collecting the remaining components
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into Zi. For each of the 12 settings, we generate a new θ ∼ U [0, 2], and look at 3 forms for the
nuisance function f .
(a) Linear. We set
f(Zi, εi) =
11∑
j=1
Zijβj + εi
where the (βj)
11
j=1 are generated independently and follow a U [0, 2]. distribution.
(b) Slightly nonlinear. We set
f(Zi, εi) =
11∑
j=1
Z˜ijβj + εi
with (βj)
11
j=1 as in (a) and Z˜ij := 2e
Zij/(1 + eZij )− 1.
(c) Highly nonlinear. We first form
ηi :=
11∑
j=1
Z˜ijβj +
11∑
j=1
11∑
k=1
Z˜ijZ˜ikθjk + εi,
where the (Z˜ij)
11
j=1 and (βj)
11
j=1 are as above and (θjk)
11
j,k=1. We then set f(Zi, εi) = e
ηi/(1+eηi).
In all cases the errors (εi)
n
i=1 are taken to be i.i.d. standard normal. In our implementation of the
debiased Lasso and DEF confidence intervals, we use the square-root Lasso with parameters λX
and λY chosen according to the method of [Sun and Zhang, 2013]. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the
results. We see that the DEF 95% confidence intervals have significantly better coverage compared
to those based on the debiased Lasso. This is even true in the linear setting where one might have
expected the performances to be similar, suggesting that the strategy of inverting hypothesis tests
may also be useful when applied in conjunction with debiased Lasso-based tests. The improved
coverage we observe is partly due to the DEF confidence intervals being wider, but they also seem
to have slightly better centring around the true parameter values; in contrast the debiased Lasso
confidence intervals display a substantial bias towards zero in several cases.
Note that the nonlinear settings (b) and (c) do not quite satisfy the conditions for our theory
(see Theorem 4) as the non-Gaussianity of the Zi would mean that the X-models are unlikely
to be sparse linear models. Nevertheless, the coverage is reasonable if not perfect in these more
challenging settings. Results for analogous scenarios to those studied here but with P replaced by
a multivariate Gaussian with a Toeplitz covariance matrix Σ where Σjk = 0.9
|j−k| are shown in
Section G of the appendix. In these settings, the X-model is a highly sparse linear model, and
as a result the coverage properties of both methods are improved; however the debiased Lasso
still undercovers whilst the DEF confidence intervals reach a coverage of closer to 95%. We have
observed a very similar pattern of results for other settings of (n, p).
4.2 Generalised linear models
Here we present some simple experiments to investigate the performance of the DEF statistic
TGLM-DEF for generalised linear models (Section 3.3) where we take the X and Y -models to be
logistic regression models. We generate data (Yi, Xi, Zi) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} × Rp for i = 1, . . . , n
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Figure 4: DEF (top row) and debiased Lasso (bottom row) 95% confidence intervals from 500
simulations of each of the 12 linear settings (a). The light red and blue vertical lines depict those
confidence intervals that covered their target parameter θ shown the red horizontal lines. Darker
vertical lines are confidence intervals that failed to cover their target and are grouped into those
whose endpoints were too high, and too low. Coverage proportions are reported above each of the
plots.
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Figure 5: The slightly nonlinear setting (b); the interpretation is similar to that of Figure 4.
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with (n, p) = (250, 100) in the following way. We first construct a multivariate distribution P
as in Section 4.1, but take p = 250. We then simulate Zi
i.i.d.∼ P , and independently generate
Yi ∼ Bern(piYi ) and Xi ∼ Bern(piXi ) where probabilities piYi and piXi satisfy
logit(piYi ) =
24∑
j=1
ajZijβj (23)
logit(piXi ) =
4∑
j=1
ajZijβj ,
with βj
i.i.d.∼ U [0, 1] and aj = 1− (j− 1)/24. Note that Xi ⊥ Yi|Zi; however the Xi and Yi are posi-
tively correlated, making control of the type I error when performing the conditional independence
test challenging.
We generate 6 sets of (β,Z) pairs, and for each of these simulate 250 realisation of X and Z.
To each of the 6×250 datasets, we apply our DEF methodology positing logistic regression models
for the X and Y -models, and also the debiased Lasso for generalised linear models via weighted
least squares (see Section 3.2 of [Dezeure et al., 2015]). The results are given in the left panel of
Figure 7. We see that that DEF approach is able to control the type I error by exploiting the
fact that the X-model, being highly sparse, is relatively easy to estimate. On the other hand, the
debiased Lasso requires accurate estimation of all 24 components of β in the Y -model, and as a
consequence is highly anticonservative here.
To assess the power of the methods, we consider an identical setup as just described, but Xi is
added to the right-hand side of (23) to induce dependence. The right panel of Figure 7 presents
the corresponding results. We see that whilst the p-values for TGLM-DEF are sub-uniform, power is
reduced compared to the debiased Lasso as expected; this is the price of the additional robustness
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Figure 7: Empirical distribution functions (ECDFs) of p-values constructed via the DEF (red)
and debiased Lasso (blue) approaches for null (left panel) and alternative (right panel) settings
described in Section 4.2. In each panel, the fainter and thinner lines correspond to the 6 setups
with different (β,Z) whilst the thicker solid lines are aggregate ECDFs.
offered by the DEF approach.
5 Discussion
In recent years, there has been growing interesting in understanding the performance of statistical
procedures when the models they have been designed for are misspecified; see for example Buja
et al. [2019a,b]. In this work, we consider regression models with response Y , a single predictor
of interest X, and additional covariates Z ∈ Rp. Our goal is assessing the significance of X after
controlling for Z, a problem which may be equivalently framed as testing for the null hypothesis
H0 of conditional independence Y ⊥ X|Z. If either the Y - or the X-model is linear or generalised
linear, the situation is favourable for DEF inference.
The DEF property holds for a test statistic T if the following is true. Under H0 : X ⊥ Y |Z
we have T
d→ N (0, 1) when at least one among the Y - and X-model holds. Examples of such test
statistics include the following ones:
(i) TOLS, the standard t-statistic for testing significance of the parameter corresponding to X as
laid out in Theorem 1;
(ii) TGLM, the modified Wald statistic with a correction factor (9) for the standard error as
discussed in Section 2.2;
(iii) TDEF in (14) based on a symmetrised version of the debiased Lasso in a high-dimensional
linear model as discussed in Theorem 4;
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(iv) TGLM-DEF based on a symmetrised version of the debiased Lasso in a high-dimensional weighted
linear model as discussed in Section 3.3.
In the cases of (iii) and (iv), we explicitly model both the X and Y regressions, and also explicitly
build in symmetry into the test statistics to reflect the symmetry of the null hypothesis. The first
two examples, which relate to low-dimensional settings, are not obviously engineered to have the
DEF property. An interesting finding here is that the these classical test statistics implicitly use
a linear X-model. We may speculate that this hidden robustness of classical significance tests to
potentially severe Y -model misspecification has in some way contributed to their popularity and
usefulness given that all models—but as we have established here, not all inferential tools—are
wrong [Box, 1976].
As a separate point of interest, we argue that confidence intervals in high-dimensional settings
should be constructed via inversion of tests instead of relying directly on asymptotic distribution
theory for the relevant pivot. Supporting empirical evidence is given in Section 3.2.
Our work also offers a number of potentially fruitful directions for further work. For example,
it would be interesting to investigate the power properties of our DEF procedures. In addition,
lower bounds on the power that can be achieved subject to a DEF property holding would be worth
exploring. Finally, the analogue of the method proposed for confidence interval construction via
inverting tests seems not to have the DEF property in the context of generalised linear models. It
would be very useful to develop DEF confidence intervals for this setting, or indeed prove that it
is in some sense not possible.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
The relationship (3) between the t-statistic T and the partial correlation ρˆ follows easily from the
following observations:
θˆ =
YT (I−P)X
‖(I−P)X‖22
, {(Z˜T Z˜)−1}11 = ‖(I−P)X‖−22 ,
‖(I− P˜)Y‖22 = ‖(I−P)Y‖22 −
{YT (I−P)X}2
‖(I−P)X‖22
= ‖(I−P)Y‖22(1− ρˆ2).
Thus it suffices to show that
√
nρˆ
d→ N (0, 1) and ρˆ p→ 0. Since ρˆ is symmetric in X and Y, we
need only show these facts hold assuming (Y1) and (Y2). Note then we have
ρˆ =
XT (I−P)ε
‖(I−P)ε‖2‖(I−P)X‖2
where since X ⊥ Y|Z, the properties of (εi)ni=1 hold conditionally on (Z,X). We first show ‖(I−
P)ε‖2/
√
n
p→ σ. We have
1
n
‖(I−P)ε‖22 =
1
n
‖ε‖22 −
1
n
εTZ
( 1
n
ZTZ
)−1 1
n
ZTε. (24)
By Chebyshev’s weak law of large numbers, the first term converges in probability to σ2. Next
observe that E(ZTε) = EE(ZTε|Z) = 0. Also, Var(ZTj ε/n) = σ2E‖Zj‖22/n2 → 0, so ZTε/n
p→ 0.
By the continuous mapping theorem , (ZTZ/n)−1 p→ Σ−1 and so the final term in (24) goes to 0
in probability. Thus ‖(I−P)ε‖2/
√
n
p→ σ as required.
Next we claim that
An :=
XT (I−P)ε
‖(I−P)X‖2 = ‖R‖
−1
2
n∑
i=1
Riεi
d→ N (0, σ2).
Note that conditional on (X,Z), the εi are i.i.d. with variance σ
2 and third moment bounded by
M . Lemma 6 below with Rn = (I − P)X then shows that An d→ N (0, σ2). Combining with the
previous result and applying Slutsky’s Lemma gives
√
nρˆ
d→ N (0, 1).
It remains to show ρˆ
p→ 0 for which it suffices to show EVar(An|X,Z)/n → 0. This latter
quantity is equal to σ2/n→ 0.
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Lemma 6. Let (εin)i≤n and (Rin)i≤n be a triangular arrays of random variables and define Rn =
(R1n, . . . , Rnn) for all n. Assume these random variables satisfy the following conditions:
(i) ε1n, . . . , εnn are independent conditional on Rn;
(ii) for all i = 1, . . . , n and some M ≥ 0.
E(εin|Rn) = 0, E(ε2in|Rn) = σ2 > 0, E(|εin|3|Rn) < M ;
(iii) P(Rn = 0)→ 0;
(iv)
1√
n
E
(
1
n
∑n
i=1 |Rin|3(
1
n
∑n
i=1R
2
in
)3/21{Rn 6=0}
)
→ 0.
Then
An := ‖Rn‖−12
n∑
i=1
Rin1{Rn 6=0}εin
d→ N (0, σ2).
Proof. By the Berry–Esseen theorem [?],
|P(An/σ ≤ t|Rn)− Φ(t)|1{Rn 6=0} ≤
cM
σ3
∑n
i=1 |Rin|3(∑n
i=1R
2
in
)3/21{Rn 6=0}
for all t, where c is some universal constant and by assumption (iii), the expectation of the RHS
tends to 0. Thus
E{|P(An/σ ≤ t|Rn)− Φ(t)|1{Rn 6=0}} → 0. (25)
Now
|P(An/σ ≤ t)− Φ(t)| = |E{P(An/σ ≤ t|Rn)} − Φ(t)|
≤ E[|E{P(An/σ ≤ t|Rn)1{Rn 6=0}}} − Φ(t)1{Rn 6=0}}|] + P(Rn = 0)
≤ E{|P(An/σ ≤ t|Rn)− Φ(t)|1{Rn 6=0}}+ P(Rn = 0)→ 0
by (iii) and (25). Thus An
d→ N (0, σ2) as required.
B Proof and regularity conditions for Theorem 2
B.1 Regularity conditions
Assume the following regularity conditions. Suppose that for some open set K ⊂ R1+p containing
(0, β†), we have ∫
y
sup
(θ,β)∈K
L′(xθ + zTβ; y)dµ(y) <∞
for all x and z for which the marginal density fXZ of (X,Z) (with respect to µ) has fXZ(x, z) > 0.
We further assume that E{U2(ZTβ†)} <∞ and E(X2) <∞.
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B.2 Proof of Theorem 2
The case when the Y -model is well-specified is standard, so we need only consider the case where
the X-model is linear. We first show that (θ, β) = (0, β†) satisfies (7). The regularity conditions
allow for exchanging differentiation and expectation to give that for all (θ, β) ∈ K, E`(Xθ+ZTβ) is
partially differentiable with respect to βj for all j, with derivatives given by E{ZU(Xθ+ZTβ;Y )}.
By optimality of β†, we must have
E{ZU(ZTβ†;Y )} = 0, (26)
so (θ, β) = (0, β∗) satisfies (7). It suffices to check that this also satisfies (6). We have
E{XU(ZTβ†;Y )} = E[E{XU(ZTβ†;Y )|Z}]
= E[E{(ZTβX + ε)U(ZTβ∗;Y )|Z}]
= E[E{εU(ZTβ†;Y )|Z}], (27)
using property (26) of β† in the final line. We now appeal to Daudin’s characterisation of conditional
independence [Daudin, 1980], that X ⊥ Y |Z if and only if for each f(X,Z) and g(Y, Z) with
Ef2(X,Z) <∞ and Eg2(X,Z) <∞, we have
E
(
[f(X,Z)− E{f(X,Z)|Z}]g(Y,Z)) = 0.
We apply this with f(X,Z) ≡ ε and g(Y,Z) ≡ U(ZTβ†;Y ); note that E(ε2) ≤ E(X2) < ∞. We
thus have that (27) is equal to 0 as required.
C Proof and regularity conditions for Theorem 3
C.1 Regularity conditions
In addition to the regularity conditions laid out in Section B.1, we additionally assume the following.
Suppose that for each (x, z) for which fXZ(x, z) > 0∫
y
sup
(θ,β)∈K
L′′(xθ + zTβ; y)dµ(y) <∞.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 3
When the Y -model holds, standard results give that H−1V H−1 = H−1, and similar arguments
show
E{U2(ZTβ∗)}
E{U ′(ZTβ∗)} = 1.
We therefore turn to the case where the X-model holds. Let ε = X − ZTβX and note that
E(ε|Z) = 0. We know from Theorem 2 that θ∗ = 0. Let us first compute H. We have
−H1,j+1 = E{XZjU ′(ZTβ∗)}.
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Now
E[E{XZjU ′(ZTβ∗)|Y,Z}] = ZjU ′(ZTβ∗)E(ZTβX + ε|Y,Z)
= ZjU
′(ZTβ∗)ZTβX .
Here we have used the fact that as Y ⊥ Y |Z, E(ε|Y, Z) = E(ε|Z) = 0. Considering now H11, we
have
E{X2U ′(ZTβ∗)|Y, Z} = {E(ε2|Y,Z) + (ZTβX)2}U ′(ZTβ∗).
Thus, writing A = E{ZZTU ′(ZTβ∗)} ∈ Rp×p, we have
H = −
(
(βX)TAβX + E{ε2U ′(ZTβ∗)} (βX)TA
AβX A
)
.
Using standard formulas for the blockwise inverse of matrices in terms of Schur complements, we
have that the first column h of H−1 satisfies
h =
(−1
βX
)
[E{ε2U ′(ZTβ∗)}]−1.
Thus
(H−1V H−1)11 = hTV h =
E{ε2U2(ZTβ∗)}
[E{ε2U ′(ZTβ∗)}]2 . (28)
Now as E(ε2|Z) = Var(X|Z) = Var(X) = E(ε2), we have that for any function f of Z,
E{ε2f(Z)} = E[f(Z)E{ε2|Z}] = E{f(Z)}E{ε2}.
Thus we have that the quantity in (28) is equal to
E{U2(ZTβ∗)}
E(ε2) {EU ′(ZTβ∗)}2 = −(H
−1)11
E{U2(ZTβ∗)}
E{U ′(ZTβ∗)} .
D Proof of Theorem 4
By symmetry, it is enough to show the result when (Y1) and (Y3)–(Y6) hold. On the event where
R 6= 0, we have
(Y − ZβˆY )T (X− ZβˆX)
‖X− ZβˆX‖2
=
RT
‖R‖2Z(β
Y − βˆY ) + R
T
‖R‖2ε.
The KKT conditions of the Lasso regression of X on Z imply ‖ZTR‖∞/‖R‖2 ≤
√
nλX . Thus by
Ho¨lder’s inequality and (Y4), we have that on a sequence of events with probability tending to 1,
|RTZ(βY − βˆY )|/‖R‖21{R6=0} ≤ ‖RTZ‖∞‖βY − βˆ
Y ‖1/‖R‖21{R6=0}
≤ A
√
2 log(p)× Cs
√
log(p)/n→ 0.
Thus |RTZ(βY − βˆY )|/‖R‖21{R6=0} p→ 0.
The proof that RTε/‖R‖21{R6=0} d→ N (0, σ2) is identical to the argument used in the proof of
Theorem 1 and uses Lemma 6 (see Section A). Slutsky’s lemma and (Y5) then yield the desired
result.
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E Confidence regions for wTβ0
In this section we consider a linear model Y = Zβ0 + ε and consider the problem of finding a
confidence interval for wTβ0 for a given w ∈ Rp. When w = ej for a standard basis vector ej ∈ Rp,
the methodology set out in Section 3.2 may be used to obtain a confidence region even in the case
where only a partially linear model holds. For more general w, these methods must be adapted and
here we will need to assume the linear model above holds with β0 sufficiently sparse. We describe
these modifications below.
First consider testing a null hypothesis H0: w
Tβ0 = 0. Let P = wwT /‖w‖22. Note wTβ0 = 0 if
and only if (I − P )β0 = β0, so the null model may be expressed as
Y = (I − P )Zβ0 + ε. (29)
Let
βˆ = arg min
β∈Rp
{‖Y − Z(I − P )β‖2/√n+ λ‖β‖1} . (30)
Note that under H0 we should have ‖βˆ − β0‖1 = OP (s
√
log(p)/n) for λ  √log(p)/n. Also let
R ∈ Rn be the vector of residuals from the regression
arg min
β∈Rp
{‖Zw − Z(I − P )β‖2/√n+ λ‖β‖1} .
Note that R thus defined enjoys a near-orthogonality property of the form (I − P )ZTR/‖R‖2 ≤√
nλ. The reason for aiming to orthogonalise Zw is that were we to have wTβ0 6= 0, the residuals
from the regression (30) should have expectation close to ZPβ0 ∝ Zw. Thus a test statistic
involving dotting these residuals with something close to the direction of Zw should be large in
magnitude under an alternative.
We thus consider the test statistic given by
T =
√
n
RT {Y − Z(I − P )βˆ}
‖R‖2‖Y − Z(I − P )βˆ‖2
. (31)
Writing σˆ = ‖Y − Z(I − P )βˆ‖2/
√
n, we have
T =
1
σˆ
RT
‖R‖2ε+
1
σˆ
(βˆ − β0)T (I − P )ZT R‖R‖2 =: (i) + (ii).
Term (i) will be well-approximated by a standard normal under reasonable conditions, and term
(ii) may be bounded in absolute value using an argument similar to that presented in Section 3.1.
Thus under appropriate conditions, we will have T
d→ N (0, 1).
Now consider testing H0(t): w
Tβ0 = t. Observe that
Y − tZw/‖w‖22 = Zβ0 − ZPβ0 + ε =: Y(t),
so the new response Y(t) respects the null model (29). We may thus test H0(t) using test statistic
Tt defined as in (31) but computed using the response Y
(t) in place of Y.
Then to form a 1−α confidence region for wTβ0 we can simply invert the tests as in Section 3.2:
Rα := {t ∈ R : |Tt| ≥ zα}.
Provided P(H0(wTβ0) rejected) ≥ 1−α, the confidence regionRα will satisfy P(wTβ0 ∈ Rα) ≥ 1−α.
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F Proof of Lemma 5
Let Yˇ = DY Y˜ and let Zˇ = (DY ZΛY ,DXZΛX). Note that Yˇ = Zˇϑ + εY , where ϑ ∈ R2p with
ϑj = Λ
Y (βY − βˆY )j for j ≤ p and ϑj = 0 for j > p. We seek to bound ‖ϑˇ‖1 where
ϑˇ ∈ arg min
ϑ∈R2p
{‖Yˇ − Zˇb‖2/
√
n+ λ‖b‖1}.
Now writing σˇ = ‖Yˇ − Zˇb‖2/
√
n, we have that
ϑˇ ∈ arg min
ϑ∈R2p
{‖Yˇ − Zˇb‖22/(2n) + λσˇ‖b‖1}.
This may be seen from examining the KKT conditions of each of the optimisations, which are
identical, and take the form
1
n
ZˇT (Yˇ − Zˇϑˇ) = λσˇν,
where ‖ν‖∞ ≤ 1 and νj = sgn(ϑˇj) for all j such that ϑˇj 6= 0. Dotting both sides with ϑ − ϑˇ, we
obtain
1
n
‖Zˇ(ϑ− ϑˇ)‖22 + λσˇ‖ϑˇ‖1 ≤ λσˇ‖ϑ‖1 +
1
n
‖ϑ− ϑˇ‖1‖ZˇTεY ‖∞ (32)
where we have used Ho¨lder’s inequality to bound |νTϑ| ≤ ‖ν‖∞‖ϑ‖1 ≤ ‖ϑ‖1 and |Zˇ(ϑ− ϑˇ)TεY | ≤
‖ϑ − ϑˇ‖1‖ZˇTεY ‖∞, and also the fact that ϑˇT ν = ‖ϑˇ‖1. We now aim to show that with high
probability,
‖ZˇTεY ‖∞
nσˇ
< aλ (33)
for a constant a < 1, where recall that λ = A
√
2 log(p)/n with A > 1. We would then have from
(32) that on the event in question,
‖ϑˇ‖1 ≤ ‖ϑ‖1 + a‖ϑ− ϑˇ‖1 ≤ (1 + a)‖ϑ‖1 + a‖ϑˇ‖1,
by the triangle inequality, whence
‖ϑˇ‖1 ≤ 1 + a
1− a‖ϑ‖1 =
1 + a
1− a‖β
Y − βˆY ‖1,
giving the result.
Now by Lemma 3.1 of Van de Geer [2016], on the event that
‖εY ‖22/n ≥
A
√
2 log(p)/n ‖βY − βˆY ‖1
2[
√
1 + {(1−A−1/3)/2}2 − 1]
(34)
and
‖ZˇTεY ‖∞/n
‖εY ‖2/
√
n
> A1/3
√
2 log(p)
n
(35)
we have
‖ε‖2/
√
n
σˇ
≤ A1/3.
Hence on this event, (33) holds with a = A1/3 > 1. By Lemma 8.1 of Van de Geer [2016] and
a union bound, we have that the event determined by (35) occurs with probability at least 1 −
4 exp{−(A2/3 − 1) log(p)} → 1. Furthermore, our assumptions on ‖βY − βˆY ‖1 imply that the RHS
of (34) tends to 0 with probability tending to 1, so overall the event in equation has probability
tending to 1 as n→∞.
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Figure 8: The linear setting (a) with Toeplitz design; the interpretation is similar to that of Figure 4.
G Additional numerical results
Here we present the results of analogous numerical experiments to those described in Section 4.1,
but with the multivariate distribution P used for generating predictors (Xi, Zi) replaced with a
multivariate Gaussian distribution Np(0,Σ). We take the covariance matrix Σ to have a Toeplitz
design with Σjk = 0.9
|j−k|. Note that the inverse of Σ is tridiagonal and so the X-model is a sparse
linear model (with sparsity level sX = 1). The settings considered here thus satisfy the conditions
of Theorem 4.
We see that compared to the more challenging settings investigated in Section 4.1, the coverage
properties of both confidence interval construction methods are improved; however the debiased
Lasso still undercovers whilst the DEF confidence intervals reach a coverage of closer to 95%.
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Figure 9: The slightly nonlinear setting (b) with Toeplitz design; the interpretation is similar to
that of Figure 4.
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Figure 10: The highly nonlinear setting (c) with Toeplitz design; the interpretation is similar to
that of Figure 4.
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